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ABSTRACT

The evolution of the Pacific subtropical cells (STC) is presented for the period 1948–2007.Using oceanmodels of

different resolutions forced with interannually varying atmospheric forcing datasets, the mechanisms responsible

for the observed STC weakening and late recovery during the period of study are analyzed. As a result of the STC

weakening (strengthening), warming (cooling) trends are found in the equatorial Pacific sea surface temperatures

(SSTs). Model results agree well with observed estimates of STC transport, STC convergence, and equatorial SST

anomalies. It is shown that subtropical atmospheric variability is the primary driver of the STC and equatorial SST

low-frequency evolution and is responsible for both the slowdown during the second half of the twentieth century

and the rebound at the end of the century. Subtropically forced STC variability is identified as amajor player in the

generation of equatorial Pacific decadal SST anomalies, pacing tropical Pacific natural climate variability on in-

terdecadal time scales, as observed in historical records. The natural mode of variability has implications for the

evolution of equatorial SST in the coming decades under the concomitant effects of climate change.

1. Introduction

The Pacific meridional overturning circulation (PMOC)

is understood in terms of the subtropical cells (STCs),

shallow meridional overturning cells connecting tropical

upwelling zones with subtropical subduction zones in both

hemispheres (Liu 1994; McCreary and Lu 1994; Schott

et al. 2004). The Pacific STCs have been suggested to serve

as a pathway for tropical–extratropical atmosphere–ocean

interactions (Kleeman et al. 1999; Nonaka et al. 2002;

Solomon et al. 2003; Solomon 2010; Farneti et al. 2013).

Theories for the STC relate their strength to the wind

stress at the subduction cutoff latitude u (u ; 158) that

dynamically defines the boundary between tropical and

subtropical gyres (McCreary and Lu 1994; Lu et al. 1998;

McPhaden and Zhang 2002, hereafter MZ02). Through

the STCs, the water flows out of the tropics within the

surface layer, subducts in the subtropics, flows equator-

ward within the thermocline, and upwells in the eastern

equatorial ocean (McCreary and Lu 1994; Johnson and

McPhaden 1999; Solomon andZhang 2006). The STCs are

important for setting up the thermoclinemean structure in

the tropics by subducting water in the subtropics and
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ventilating the equatorial ocean (Cheng et al. 2007). Low-

frequency modulations of the equatorial Pacific have

consequences on the properties of El Niño events that are
nontrivial and difficult to predict in terms of both activity
and frequency (Collins et al. 2010; Fedorov and Philander

2001). Moreover, a dynamically changing Pacific Ocean

circulation has significant implications for equatorial up-

welling, which affects not only tropical Pacific sea surface

temperatures (SSTs), but also the exchange of CO2 across

the air–sea interface and the supply of nutrients to the

biologically productive surface layer of the ocean (MZ02).

MZ02, using observational data for the period 1950–

99, have found that the meridional overturning circula-

tion in the upper Pacific Ocean has been slowing down

during this period. McPhaden and Zhang (2004, here-

after MZ04) have later noted a rebound in the circula-

tion since 1998, suggesting significant decadal variability

in the STCs. However, there is still a debate on whether

the STC varies on decadal time scales (Cheng et al. 2007)

or not (Schott et al. 2007), whether coupled models can

reproduce such variability (Zhang and McPhaden 2006,

hereafter ZM06), and what the implications could be for

tropical Pacific climate variability.

The Pacific basin is characterized by modes of natural

low-frequency variability, such as the interdecadal Pacific

oscillation (IPO), of which the Pacific decadal oscillation

(PDO) is the Northern Hemisphere manifestation

(Mantua et al. 1997); both of these oscillations are at least

partially equatorially forced and are able to imprint sig-

nificant anomalies on the ocean. However, the Pacific

Ocean is also affected by anthropogenic warming, so

a proper identification of external forcing and internally

generated variability is desirable (Meehl et al. 2013).

Recently, much effort has been devoted to the identifi-

cation of the causes of the slowdown in the rate of surface

warming (the so-called warming hiatus), attributing to

the equatorial Pacific SST a primary role in explaining the

missing heat (Kosaka and Xie 2013; England et al. 2014).

Present-generation uninitialized climate models are not

able to properly represent the observed wind trends—

and hence the SST—in the Pacific, resulting in an over-

estimation of global warming over the past decades (Fyfe

et al. 2013). Understanding the low-frequency natural

variability of the equatorial Pacific might therefore pro-

vide some insight into its future evolution under ongoing

increases of atmospheric greenhouse gases.

Recently, Farneti et al. (2013), building on previous

studies (Kleeman et al. 1999; Nonaka et al. 2002; Klinger

et al. 2002; Solomon et al. 2003), have proposed an

atmosphere–ocean mechanism involving interactions

between the tropics and the northern subtropics for the

generation of low-frequency tropical Pacific SST vari-

ability. The modeling study of Farneti et al. (2013) used

an ocean general circulation model (OGCM) forced

with flux anomalies (mostly wind) obtained through the

integration of an atmospheric model forced with ob-

served Pacific SST decadal anomalies. Farneti et al.

(2013) also developed an analytical framework in order

to explore the minimal model and the parameter space

for the generation of the tropical variability.

Here, by analyzing OGCMs forced with interannually

varying atmospheric forcing datasets between 1948 and

2007, we discuss the evolution of the STC over the past

60 years and identify the drivers of its variability, as well

as its relationship with the observed and modeled

equatorial SST anomalies. In particular, we confirm the

primary role of subtropical winds in driving the STC and

associated equatorial SST variability. We also expand

on the results of Farneti et al. (2013) by showing the

quasi-equatorially symmetric nature of the mechanism,

whereby the SouthernHemisphere is actually producing

the largest equatorward transport anomaly, as revealed

by observations. Finally, and contrary to coupledmodels

(Solomon and Zhang 2006; ZM06), we show the ability

of OGCMs forced with atmospheric reanalysis datasets

to reproduce both the STC transport anomalies and the

equatorial SST variability during the past 60 years. The

tropical–subtropical ocean–atmosphere interaction pro-

vides an explanation for a large fraction of the observed

equatorial Pacific SST variability during the twentieth

century. As a natural mode of variability, the mechanism

also provides a sense for the future evolution of equato-

rial SST under the concomitant effects of climate change.

2. The models and experiments

We use the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Admin-

istration/Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory

(NOAA/GFDL)ModularOceanModel (MOM) (Griffies

et al. 2005). MOM is run globally at three different

horizontal and vertical resolutions. The fine-resolution

version, MOM-p25, is the ocean–ice component from the

GFDL Climate Model version 2.5 (CM2.5) that is docu-

mented in Delworth et al. (2012). The oceanic resolution

is 1/48 (or;28 km) at the equator and progressively refines

toward the poles, with 50 levels in the vertical. Because of

the finer resolution, MOM-p25 does not use a parame-

terization of mesoscale eddy mixing but only a parame-

terization for the effects of submesoscale, mixed layer

eddies (Fox-Kemper et al. 2011). The second version,

MOM-1, is configured at 18 resolution in the horizontal,

with a refinement to 1/38 near the equator and 50 vertical

levels. The coarse-resolution version,MOM-2, is run at 28
resolution in the horizontal, with a refinement to 18 near
the equator and 30 vertical levels. In MOM-1 andMOM-

2, mesoscale eddy-induced transports are parameterized
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using the approach of Ferrari et al. (2010), with a value of

600 (800)m2 s21 for the neutral diffusivity in MOM-1

(MOM-2). Further details on physical parameterizations

of the ocean are provided in Griffies et al. (2005), Dunne

et al. (2012), and Delworth et al. (2012).

Themodels are forced with the Coordinated Ocean–Ice

Reference Experiments version 2 (CORE-II) interann-

ually varying air–sea forcing datasets (Griffies et al. 2009;

Large and Yeager 2009) from the years 1948 to 2007, and

they are run for five repeating cycles of the 60-yr forcing.

Only the last cycle is analyzed as a hindcast simulation,

with the previous four cycles regarded as a spin-up period

(Danabasoglu et al. 2014). We use interannually varying

CORE-II precipitation, radiation, sea level pressure, spe-

cific humidity at 10m, air temperature at 10m, and zonal

and meridional wind at 10m to force the ocean model. To

reduce drift, weak restoring is applied to the surface sa-

linity of the top layer (of 10m thickness) by relaxing to the

World Ocean Atlas 2009 (WOA09; http://www.nodc.noaa.

gov/OC5/WOA09/netcdf_data.html) with a time scale of

60 days inMOM-p25 andMOM-1 and 55 days inMOM-2.

No sea surface temperature restoring is applied anywhere.

Models are characterized by different biases of different

magnitude, but trends will be shown to be consistent

throughout the different resolutions.

3. Results

We start by analyzing the PMOC during the 60-yr

period in themodels. The linear trendmap of the PMOC

is shown in Fig. 1 for the upper 225m for all models. A

decreasing trend (significant at the 95% level) extending

to;6158 and of about 0.25 Sv yr21 (1 Sv5 106m3 s21) is

clearly evident during 1948–2007. It may also be noticed

from Fig. 1 that subsurface trend values are higher

compared to surface values, with the highest values

simulated between 50- and 200-m depth. The highest

PMOC trend values in the subsurface layer suggest the

importance of subtropical subduction and equatorward

transport anomalies, rather than a shallow equatorial

mechanism involving, for example, tropical cells only.

Indeed, the negative trends extend far beyond the lati-

tudes and depths that characterize the shallow tropical

cells, which are confined to a few degrees around the

equator and the upper 50m (Lu et al. 1998). The PMOC

climatology, defined by the time-mean meridional

streamfunction computed over the Pacific basin, is su-

perimposed as contours in Fig. 1.

As in MZ02, we compute the interior pycnocline

transport, defined as the equatorward transport at both

98N and 98S zonally averaged from the eastern boundary

to 1458E in the NH and 1608E in the SH. Pycnocline

transport is achieved by integrating the flow within

potential density classes from 22 to 26 su (su5 ru –1000,

where ru is in kgm23).

Figure 2a shows the modeled equatorward pycnocline

transport at 98N and 98S. The models agree well with

observations from MZ04 both in terms of magnitude

and variability. The weakening in the last decades of the

twentieth century (though interrupted by interannual

fluctuations) and the rebound at the end of the century

are well captured. The equatorial transport convergence

is shown in Fig. 2b together with the historical re-

construction from ZM06, again showing good agree-

ment with observations. We note that the rebound

straddling the year 2000 seems underestimated by the

models. Given that themodeled transports approach the

observational data as the resolution refines, we argue

that differences might be due to the resolution and

physics in the models. Hence, although transports get

weaker as the resolution is reduced, the long-term

trends are well captured by all models.

The tropical Pacific SST, consistent with the observed

data, has undergone a substantial warming of about

0.038C yr21 during the 1948–2007 period (not shown). An

analysis of the SST time series reveals that equatorial SSTs

wereindeedanomalouslywarmuntil thelate1990s(Fig. 3a),

overall showing an IPO/PDO-like pattern, consistent

with a reduction in the advection of cold subtropical

pycnocline water from the late 1950s to the 1990s. How-

ever, the anomalies reversed sign straddling the year 2000

(Fig. 3b), as was also shown by Cheng et al. (2007), con-

sistent with the strengthening of the STC and the asso-

ciated meridional export of heat out of the equatorial

region into the subtropics. SST anomalies shown in Fig. 3a

are for the fine-resolution model MOM-p25, but they are

consistent in pattern and magnitude for all models. To

better quantify the link between STC variations and

equatorial Pacific SST, we compute the correlation be-

tween the NIÑO-3.4 index and STC convergence. The
correlation between these two indices is20.74,20.75, and

20.82 for MOM-p25, MOM-1, and MOM-2, respectively.

Thus, although causality cannot be inferred from these

correlations, a large fraction of the equatorial Pacific SST

low-frequency anomalies is tied to the variability in wind-

driven STCs and associated upwelling anomalies, as pre-

viously suggested in MZ02 and Cheng et al. (2007).

Anomalies from the Hadley Centre Sea Ice and Sea

Surface Temperature (HadISST) dataset (Rayner et al.

2003) dating back to 1900 for the equatorial Pacific

Ocean (98S–98N and 1808–908W) are shown in Fig. 4

together with the MOM-p25 SSTs for the period cov-

ered. Equatorward convergence anomalies, smoothed

with a 10-yr running mean, for MOM-p25 and the ob-

served estimates from ZM06 are also plotted in Fig. 4.

The model is capturing the initial negative anomalies,
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the later warming in the late twentieth century because of

the weakening of the STC, and the trend toward negative

values, which is coincident with the rebound of the STC

circulation at the beginning of the twenty-first century.

The low-frequency evolution in the HadISST record

suggests that interdecadal variability is a robust feature of

the equatorial Pacific Ocean during the twentieth

century. Given the observed strong anticorrelation be-

tween STC and equatorial SST anomalies in the second

half of the twentieth century supported by previous

studies (MZ02;Nonaka et al. 2002; Cheng et al. 2007), it is

tempting to extrapolate the relationship back to the full

HadISST record as a low-frequency oscillation that spans

over the entire twentieth century.

FIG. 1. Linear trend (Sv yr21) of the PMOC for (a) MOM-p25, (b) MOM-1, and (c) MOM-2.

Contours represent the climatological streamfunction (Sv) defined as c5
Ð
y dz0 dx, where y is

the meridional velocity, with clockwise circulation in the Northern Hemisphere and anti-

clockwise circulation in the Southern Hemisphere. Only trend values that are significant at the

95% level (evaluated using a two-tailed Student’s t test) are displayed.
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Origin of equatorial anomalies

We have so far confirmed the sparse hydrographic

data analysis presented in MZ02 and MZ04 and pro-

vided a reconstruction for the evolution of the shallow

PMOC since 1948. We note that both MZ02 and MZ04

have invoked the possibility of tropical–subtropical in-

teractions leading to the observed wind variability and the

generation of ocean–atmosphere oscillations on decadal

time scales (see also Kleeman et al. 1999). Molteni et al.

(2011) recently suggested that subtropical wind stress and

wind stress–curl anomalies related to extratropical internal

FIG. 2. (a) Annual-mean zonally integrated interior equatorward mass transports in the

pycnocline across 98N (black lines) and 98S (gray lines) for the period 1948–2007. Transports

are computed from the eastern boundary to 1608E in the SH and 1458E in the NH and between

density classes s0 5 1022–1026 to capture the interior pathway of the pycnocline transport.

Transports at 98Nhave their sign reversed. Lines are forMOM-p25 (thick), MOM-1 (thin), and

MOM-2 (dashed). (b) Annual-mean zonally integrated interior transport convergence, defined

as the amount of transport moving equatorially across 98N and 98S. Lines are for MOM-p25

(thick), MOM-1 (thin), and MOM-2 (dashed). Also plotted are the observed interior STC

transport convergence annual data from ZM06 (gray line).
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atmospheric variability of equatorial origin could be re-

sponsible for spinning up or down the Pacific Gyre circu-

lation and, through Sverdrup balance, induce anomalies in

interior pycnocline equatorward transport. This idea was

further developed in Farneti et al. (2013), where the au-

thors proposed a mechanism by which tropical SST inter-

decadal variability stems from the forcing of the subtropical

Pacific through an atmospheric response to equatorial

anomalies. The resulting Ekman pumping anomaly alters

the STC, providing a negative feedback on the SST and

generating a time-delayed response of the tropical oceans

on a decadal time scale.

Figure 5a shows the difference in wind stress and its

curl between the periods 1980–99 and 1960–79. Wind

stress and wind stress–curl anomalous patterns within

subtropical latitudes (158 , u , 408) are in phase with

climatological fields in both hemispheres. The anoma-

lies will lead to a strengthening of the gyre and water

subduction, equatorward geostrophic flow, and STC at

the beginning of the twenty-first century. Following the

mechanism proposed in Farneti et al. (2013), STC the-

ories relating their strength to subtropical wind stress

(McCreary andLu 1994), and previous studies pointing to

the role of subtropical winds in driving STC variability

(Kleeman et al. 1999; Nonaka et al. 2002; Klinger et al.

2002; Solomon et al. 2003), we argue that subtropical

wind anomalies presented in Fig. 5a are the main cause

for the circulation rebound observed after 1998, which

adjusts to the forcing on a decadal time scale. However,

from the beginning of the twenty-first century onward,

the observed subtropical patterns have reversed, as

shown in Fig. 5b, where differences are presented for the

periods 2000–07 and 1990–99. In light of the previous

arguments, the pattern in Fig. 5bwould be consistentwith

a weakening of the Pacific Subtropical Gyre and STC, so

we expect a decreasing trend in the STC circulation and

a warming of the equatorial Pacific in the following

decade.

To test the origin of the low-frequency equatorial SST

anomalies and STC transport, we performed two sensi-

tivity experiments with the coarse-resolution model

MOM-2. Both experiments start from the same initial

conditions as in the MOM-2 simulation. First, we forced

the ocean model with climatological winds. Not sur-

prisingly, pycnocline transports at 98N and 98S were

constant throughout the integration, and equatorial

SSTs did not show any significant low-frequency vari-

ability (not shown). Then, similarly to Kleeman et al.

FIG. 3. Pacific SST (8C) anomalies for MOM-p25 computed as the difference between (a) the periods 1980–99 and

1960–79 and (b) the periods 2000–07 and 1990–99.
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(1999) and Nonaka et al. (2002), we forced the ocean

model with climatological winds within a 208-wide cross-
equatorial band (108S . u , 108N) and interannual

winds elsewhere. The sensitivity experiment, called

MOM-2-notrop, introduces sharp gradients near u 5
108, and not only the wind stress but also its curl will be

affected. Nevertheless, it can be regarded as a first test

on the origin of the low-frequency anomalies. Indeed,

subtropical wind anomalies are known to drive significant

changes in STC transport and hence equatorial upwelling

and SST on decadal time scales, whereas tropical winds

are mainly associated with interannual equatorial SST

anomalies (Kleeman et al. 1999; Klinger et al. 2002;

Solomon et al. 2003). As presented in Fig. 6, equatorward

transport convergence anomalies are somewhat reduced

compared to the full-forcingMOM-2 experiment, but the

low-frequency component is still present, as well as most

of the associated equatorial SST variability. TheMOM-2-

notrop experiment shows that the origin of the decadal

signal lies outside the tropics.

The coarse-resolutionmodelMOM-2was characterized

by the weakest transport variabilities, both in the weak-

ening and rebound phase. The results of MOM-2-notrop

can thus be considered a lower bound from our model-

ing suite. We also note that, during the first decade, SST

anomalies from MOM-2-notrop are now more corre-

lated with observations. The reduction in the discrep-

ancies between model and observations can be attributed

to a reduction in the biases originally generated by in-

terannual equatorial winds and the initial oceanic state,

confirming the importance of initialized oceanic condi-

tions in hindcast simulations and climate change pre-

dictions (Guemas et al. 2013; Meehl and Teng 2014). It is

also worth noting that, although transport anomalies are

much reduced compared to the observational record, SST

anomalies are relatively similar in magnitude to the

HadISSTdataset, pointing to an overly strong relationship

between STC transport and equatorial SST in the model.

4. Discussion and conclusions

Global ocean–ice models, forced with atmospheric

reanalysis datasets, have been used to study the evolu-

tion of the Pacific STCs and equatorial Pacific SST

anomalies during the 1948–2007 period. Confirming and

expanding recent observational results (MZ02; MZ04),

FIG. 4. SST (8C) anomalies in the equatorial Pacific Ocean and equatorward transport

convergence (Sv). Gray continuous lines are for the HadISST reanalysis dataset smoothed

twice with a 5-yr running mean (thick) and smoothed twice with a 10-yr running mean (thick);

the black continuous line is SST from MOM-p25 smoothed twice with a 5-yr running mean.

Transport convergence, i.e., equatorward transport across 98N and 98S, for the observed esti-

mates of ZM06 (dashed gray) and for MOM-p25 smoothed twice with a 5-yr running mean

(dashed black) are also plotted to highlight the anticorrelation with the SST. SST anomalies are

averaged over the region 98S–98N and 1808–908Wand are relative to 1950–99 averages. During

the first decade, both transport and SST anomalies from the model are less correlated with

observations, probably because of biases in the initial conditions.
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we have shown that the STCs have experienced a de-

creasing trend until the late 1990s with a subsequent

rebound in the first decade of the twenty-first century.

The slowdown (rebound) in the STCs was associated

with significant warming (cooling) of the equatorial

Pacific.

The atmospheric subtropical variability was also ana-

lyzed and wind stress and wind stress–curl anomalies

were identified as the cause that lead to a decadal time-

scale adjustment in the Pacific Subtropical Gyre, STC,

and subsequent equatorial SST anomalies. Indeed,

a sensitivity experiment where the ocean model was

forced with interannual winds only poleward of 108 con-
firmed the primary role of off-equatorial winds in gen-

erating the oceanic low-frequency variability. Although

SST anomalies are certainly generated by equatorial

wind anomalies on interannual time scales (as evidenced

by the large tropical anomalies in Fig. 5), the STCs are

driven by wind stress at ;158 so that part of the low-

frequency SST variability can only be explained through

subtropical forcing.

This result is in agreement with ocean circulation

theory that relates the strength of the STC to subtropical

winds (McCreary and Lu 1994). In fact, intensified

trades and negative subtropical wind stress–curl anom-

alies were followed by the circulation rebound at the end

of the twentieth century. The low-frequency variability

in STCs and SST anomalies shown in Figs. 2 and 4 are

also consistent with the so-called mid-1970s and late

1990s climate shifts associated with the IPO (Trenberth

and Hurrell 1994; Burgman et al. 2008). The rebound in

STC transport and associated negative equatorial SST

anomalies in the 2000s correspond with the recent hiatus

in surface warming, of which equatorial Pacific SST

anomalies are believed to be the main cause (Kosaka

andXie 2013; England et al. 2014).Moreover, straddling

the year 2000, the atmospheric anomalies have reversed

sign, so a weakening of the STCs and anomalous

warming of the equatorial Pacific should be expected

during and after the second decade of the twenty-first

century. The natural quasi oscillation would then imply

that the hiatus would cease and global warming would

accelerate, as suggested in England et al. (2014).

Recently, Farneti et al. (2013) proposed a mechanism

whereby extratropical atmospheric responses to tropical

forcing have feedbacks on ocean dynamics, leading to

a time-delayed response of the tropical oceans and giv-

ing rise to multidecadal coupled variability. The time

FIG. 5. Anomalies in wind stress (arrows; Nm22) and its curl (shaded and scaled by 108) computed as the difference

between (a) the periods 1980–99 and 1960–79 and (b) the periods 2000–07 and 1990–99.
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scale is consistent with a baroclinic wave adjustment to

wind stress anomalies of the Subtropical Gyre and STC,

where the thermocline volume transport has been

shown to equilibrate on decadal time scales (Klinger

et al. 2002) and simulated particles take up to 15 years to

reach the equatorial zone (Schott et al. 2004). Here, we

have shown that the tropical–subtropical interaction is

a viable mechanism for the Southern Hemisphere as

well. The idealized model study of Farneti et al. (2013)

presented a large asymmetry in the oceanic response.

However, there is no dynamical constraint on the

mechanism in the Southern Hemisphere, if not the op-

posite. Despite the IPO signal being somewhat stronger

in the Northern Hemisphere with its PDO signature, the

STC anomalies in the Southern Hemisphere are indeed

stronger in both models and observations. In fact, in-

terior circulation pathways from the subtropics to the

equator are fundamentally different in the Northern and

Southern Hemispheres of the Pacific Ocean. The high

potential vorticity barrier in the Northern Hemisphere

allows only a marginal meridional exchange within the

central North Pacific, whereas the SouthernHemisphere

presents a larger pathway from the southern subtropics

to the equator (Lu and McCreary 1995; Johnson and

McPhaden 1999; Huang and Wang 2001). The larger

interior pathway in the Southern Hemisphere is well

represented by the models, with much of the subducted

anomalous water taking the interior route, which ex-

plains the larger transport anomalies of Fig. 2a.

Previous studies have already shown that decadal vari-

ations of tropical SSTs can be induced by changes in the

subtropical winds (Kleeman et al. 1999; Klinger et al. 2002;

Solomon et al. 2003), arguing that changes in equatorial

SSTs are primarily related to changes in wind stress and

subduction rates in the subtropics, as in Farneti et al.

(2013) and this study. The observational records and state-

of-the-art OGCM results thus corroborate and reinforce

this hypothesis.

Recently, England et al. (2014) have attributed the

circulation trends in the PMOC to intensified wind stress

curl on either side of the equator, focusing on the role of

tropical Pacific wind stress trends (68N–68S). We have

argued here and in Farneti et al. (2013), with ocean-only

and idealized simulations, that subtropical wind stress

anomalies play a complementary role, if not bigger, in

our modeling framework. Other natural factors, such as

volcanic, solar, and aerosol variability, might modulate

the magnitude and periodicity of the mechanism, and

FIG. 6. As in Fig. 4, but for the experiment MOM-2-notrop, in which interannual winds are

only present poleward of 108 and climatological winds are used equatorward of 108. The
transport and SST low-frequency variability, although reduced, is still present when the model

is forced with interannual subtropical winds only. The coarse-resolution model MOM-2

showed the weakest weakening and rebound transport variabilities (see Fig. 2a). The results of

MOM-2-notrop can thus be considered a lower bound from ourmodeling suite. During the first

decade, both transport and SST anomalies from the model are now more correlated with ob-

servations, especially in the case of SSTs. This is probably due to a reduction in the biases

generated by interannual equatorial winds and the uninitialized oceanic state.
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Atlantic-Pacific teleconnections have also been shown to

have an influence on equatorial Pacific SSTs (Kucharski

et al. 2011).Disentangling the relative role of tropical and

subtropical winds in generating low-frequency SST

anomalies thus seems of paramount importance for the

study of local and global climate variability and change.

Progress could be achieved by performing idealized

‘‘switched-on’’ experiments by imposing artificial sub-

tropical wind anomalies to an ocean model and studying

the sensitivity of the equatorial ocean to the location,

time dependence, and sign of the forcing anomaly.

Finally, contrary to coupled climate models, where

the relationship between tropical Pacific SST and STCs

is often absent (see discussion in Solomon and Zhang

2006), forced ocean–ice experiments provide a valuable

tool for the simulation and understanding of the recent

Pacific Ocean variability. A proper attribution of the

observed relationship between subtropical wind stress,

wind stress curl, and tropical ocean dynamics would

require longer numerical integrations and the analysis

of extended observations beyond the ones presented

in MZ04, in order to examine a sufficient number of

oscillations.
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